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Corona Update – 10 May
In Germany, the number of new infections is hardly meaningful any more because of the
change in testing strategy and behaviour. However, a look at the hospitalisation of Coronainfected persons and the Corona patients in intensive care units shows that the end of most
Corona measures has not led to a new wave of infections. Along with this, the fear of Corona
among the population has also decreased significantly. Shops and restaurants are heavily
frequented again.

Infection situation

•

In Germany, the lifting of most Corona restrictions has not led to an increase in the number of
infections. On the contrary, the health authorities are reporting fewer and fewer new infections, or
more precisely positive PCR tests (see chart 1). When interpreting the figures, however, it must be
taken into account that the decline is also partly due to the changed testing strategy (a free PCR
test is now only available in the case of a positive citizen test) and the changed testing behaviour
(not everyone with symptoms also takes a PCR test).
The number of undetected infections is likely to remain very high. This is supported by the fact
that the number of hospital admissions of people infected with Corona is falling much more slowly
than the number of new infections. The still very high proportion of positive test results (almost
42%) also suggests a high number of unreported cases.
Chart 1 - In Germany, fewer and fewer Corona-infected people are being admitted to
hospitals
Reported new infections in the past seven days and hospital admissions, per 100,000 inhabitants
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•

However, it is undisputed that the number of severe cases of the disease has continued to decline
significantly since the beginning of April. Yesterday, only 1,083 adults infected with corona required
intensive medical treatment, the lowest number since the end of August (see chart 2). Only about
5% of the intensive care beds are currently occupied by Corona patients.
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Chart 2 - Number of Corona intensive care patients as low as last at the end of August
Number of adult corona patients in German intensive care units
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•

In the U.S., the increase in the number of cases observed since the end of March has not
continued for the time being. The 7-day incidence has stabilized at around 140 per 100,000
population (see chart 3).
Chart 3 - USA: New Corona cases seem to level out after increase
7-day sum of new Corona infections per 100,000 population
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•

Until recently, Taiwan had followed a variant of the zero-covid policy. Now the health
authorities have changed their approach. Sick people who only suffer from a mild course of
Corona infection or are completely asymptomatic are now allowed to quarantine themselves
at home and no longer have to isolate themselves in hospitals. In addition, quarantine periods
have been shortened for those entering the country or residents who have had contact with
covid-infected individuals. The new policy is due to the fact that the Omicron variant usually
leads to a milder course of disease when contracted.

•

China, in contrast, is maintaining its strict zero covid policy. Shanghai has been in a strict
lockdown for more than a month. Even in Beijing, which has so far avoided a general
lockdown, entire residential complexes are isolated and schools remain closed for the time
being, even after the end of the May holidays.

Economy

•
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In view of Russia's war against Ukraine, consumer sentiment in Germany has slumped
according to the GfK survey (see chart 4). Contrary to the fears of retailers, their (priceadjusted) sales still held up well in March. Adjusted for seasonal and calendar effects, they
declined by just 0.1% compared to the previous month.
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Chart 4 - Germany: Resilient retail sales despite a slump in consumer climate

GfK consumer climate, diffusion index, lagged by one month; retail sales, price adjusted, seasonally
and calendar adjusted
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•

Daily data for April and the beginning of May also suggest that there is unlikely to have been
a slump in retail sales. At least, according to Google Mobility data, shops were busier with
customers in April than in March (see chart 5). In the first week of May, the 7-day average
showed that there were almost as many customers in the shops as before the pandemic.
This should be a good sign, even if it should be noted that the Google indicator includes
not only shopping centers but also restaurants, cafés, museums and the like, and the pure
number of customers does not yet mean sales. Nevertheless, this indicator has provided good
indications so far since the outbreak of the pandemic.
Chart 5 - Germany: Retail shops almost as frequented as in normal times

Mobility trends for places such as shopping malls, restaurants, cafés, amusement parks, museums,
libraries and cinemas, as a percentage of the median weekdays of the period between 3 January and 6
February 2020
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